
"Come out to my camp sometime, Pete. It's one of the best-run
in the Survey - the Geological Survey. Believe me, I know how
to treat the Wogs.' I reckon with the attitudes you've got, you
haven't got much work done. I don't know about you, but I came
here to do what I could for African progress. You may question
the idea of progress . . . that is getting philosophical. 11

One of the sadder aspects of Peace Corps project Tanganyika
'I' was that some of the Peace Corps volunteers (PCVs) who did
the best in terms of the physical work they accomplished were
also the PCVs with some of the worse old -Africa - hand attitudes.
It had been hoped that our youthful immaturity would aid the
process of adjustment to Africa. Unfortunately, many PCVs
were isolated in small, up -country, regional headquarters.
In these circumstances, they were thrown in with a group of
hold-over colonials and crass, young commercial runaways
from the fogs and humours of London and Manchester. Perhaps
it is not surprising that pevs ended up accepting to some extent
the values of the white laager . This was sometimes all but
necessary if one wanted to get on smoothly with one's white
superior officers in the Public Works Department or the Geo
logical Survey. (Tanganyika'!' consisted of surveyors, civil
engineers and geologists.)

Kwame Nkrumah has aptly pointed out the disadvantages
of keeping on old hands for technical assistance while African
isation is incomplete. I can testify from my own observation
that old blood may pollute the new.

I would not wish to make a blanket condemnation of the ex
patriate community in Tanganyika. Among the best, there were
some outstanding exceptions to the general rule. In any case,
the blame does not ultimately lie with the old expatriates if
young Americans, over a period of exposure to their society,
absorb more and more of their backward -looking philosophy.

EPISODE

Sailing, skindiving. Bored and fickle white women passing the
long afternoons on the sand at the Tanga (formerly the Euro
pean) Beach Club. Waterskiers crisscross under the bows of
a freighter loading sisal from lighters. This is a glimpse of
Tanga, my headquarters for a year and a half as a junior offi
cer in the Public Works Department. Tanga is one of the large]
towns in the country, a pleasant, low-pressure place where
almost all rationalisations about life and love are possible.
The bush -babies scream at night from the depths of the great,
green mango trees. In the cool, old houses of government ser
vants, houses built in the German times with thick walls and
large, screened window openings, the beds are draped with
gauze. One can lie at night listening to the passage of an occa
sional car and speculate about the shifting liaisons among the
men and women of the town. .

I think of a girl from the north of England. She was doing
the sets for the pantomime, a yearly ritual of the English com
munity. She had been a student of commercial art and moved
in. the bright, new culture of atlantic youth. For her, reality
was a scene thousands of miles away. Her family was decent
middle class. She had not yet accepted her life as the wife
of a forever-expatriate Welsh accountant. She instinctively
rejected the cowboy values of those whites in Africa who try
to keep roots in Europe and pretend to themselves that they
are pioneers.

There was a time when I could commiserate with that girl
about the distant realities: wet city streets, jazz concerts
and theatre, the winter countryside. We both faced somewhat
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similar problems of adjustment. Hers was the more severe
since she could look to never returning to England; I could
expect to be back in the USA within t\VO years. With books,
records and letters from home, it is possible to maintain the
psychology of a transient for extended periods. In the end,
however, I became well enough settled in to consider never
going home at all. When I last saw the girl from the north of
England, it was in Dar es Salaam at the ew Africa Hotel.
I presume she was on her way with her husband to South Africa
New Zealand or Australia . We did not speak.

EPISODES

There was a PCV geologist in Tanga Region whose approach
to this job was the very opposite of pukka. Willy did not pitch
his tent away from those of his African crew but in a circle
with them. He did· without a camp bed and slept in his blanket
directly on the ground cloth of the tent. He had no servant,
did his own cooking. As much washing as got done, he did
himself. I went hunting with Willy several times. When it was
for elephant, there was an Arab halfcast named Saidi anc
several old men who knew the signs. On long weekends, Willy
wDuld fly to Dar es Salaam, where he had fallen in love with
a bit of India -transported -to- Africa. This was a transition
in sensual terms from the wood smoke, coarse vegetation
and lateritic ant- soil of inland Tanga Region to the fusty- spicy
Indian quarter of the capital.

There was a small enclave of PCVs thrown together south of
the Rufiji River at Mtwara near the Mozambique border. A
five hundred shilling airfare made them part perforce of a
desperately small white community. They cultivated a peculiar
humour, contracted liaisons which served "to pass away the
day, I' as the song has it, did d good job of work and b2came
fluent in Swahili.

Lenny was our CC Y socialist. George had joined the Peace
Corps as a modern -day substitute for the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade. Macky was a loquacious Carolinian - rootless,
sophomoric and withal a very worthwhile person who could
make a good job of something while repudiating the norms
of responsibility. His Swahili was extremely fluent. 0 sense
of duty drove him to it. The pleasure he took in talking was
all he needed.

George's approach to Swahili was elegant and scholarly.
Macky's pride in his Swahili was in part founded on his
recherche vocabulary. Africans, it seems, rarely indulge
in vulgarity. Macky learned to express the dingiest aspects
of a white man's mentality in a black man's language. His
Southern accent lent a true - seeming quality to his Swahili
vowels which the rest· of us could never match.

An article about the Peace Corps in the flesh is inevitably a
series of episodes. With properly chosen episodes one can
prove different things. I can offer no views of PCVs in West
Africa, Latin America or Asia. We were not primarily
teachers or community development. workers but technician ~,

and our group included some not-terribly -gentle person
alities. I did not begin this article with a quotation from a
wild, bush - sick reactionary to prove anything, but I think it
does show how Africa tends to polarise people politically.
Which side are you on '. •

That quotation with which I began is a small part of a
monologue to which I was treated one day in the bar 01 the
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Banda Beach Club, Dar es Salaam, by a volunteer geologist
who had just a few hours before arrived in the "big city"
sporting a Peter-the-planter panama and wheeling a beat-up,
mud - splattered Land Rover which he and his elephant- hun
ting buddy had purchased cheap and rebuilt. He knew that I
was acquainted with some of the political refugees from
South Africa, Mozambique and elsewhere who are about
everywhere in Dar es Salaam these days. These acquain
tanceships qualified me to receive his ideas about universal
franchise (nonsense), the white settler (the best thing that
ever happened to Africa), the Afrikaner (hard -working from
sun -up to sundown behind the plough with his wife). It was
with great passion that this PCV set forth the principles
which months of solitude (that is, isolation from English
speaking \vhites) on continuous safari in the Serengeti
Reserve had taught him.

In the course of months, watching alone in the entrance
of his tent after a hot day Ts traverse, seated at the camp
table while his servant prepared the pressure lamp, staring
out over some fruitless bit of classic African scenery seen
in the light of another un-numbered dying day, he had come
to revere with religious intensity just one force: the entre
preneur (the white man, of course), \vho with money and
ideas can change the face of that ancient Africa. Too many
such ~unsets had turned this fellow from a gregarious .
bar-room wit to a hard drinker whose eyes were always
focussed "somewhere else". G-- J--, a journalist on
Elethu Mirror who had come up "from South" without a
passport \vas at the bar at the time. G-- took me gently
to task later for haVing been rendered completely speech
less by thlf:i geologist. How can I denigrate something so
real, G--? 'This guy had found in the Tanganyika bush the
sources of Afrikaner Zionist fundamentalism, though his
origins \vere a ew Jersey suburb of peculiar ethnic rich
ness (to judge by the colourfulness of the idiom in which he
spoke). He had never been within a thousand miles of a
Dutch Reformed Church. The experience of this geologist
included forever-starving Gogo tribesmen who, some say,
will not plant while they know there are bags of A. rrlerican
maize \v-aiting for them in the baraza . He had seen an
Mgogo spit and say in bad Swal:Uli,-T,- yelele na 'LJhulu T

lake" (" yerere and his 'freedom ''').
T'hus it was that he decided to worship at the Voor

trekker Monument. Whether as a builder or destroyer, for
better or for \\-~orse, this Peace Corps geologist had chosen
to take the White Man as his hero. The black man had
become his "friend" of course, though he found he preferred
not to have to speak to educated Africans.

South from Lamu: hot palm oil, ripe mangoes, sweet dafu
coconut water . . . the beaches, fishing villages, river--
deltas and the medieval Arab ruins which distinguish the
coast to tl).e south where Portuguese anachronism and Boer
supremacy wait in tense intransigence with a taste like
biting on a piece of brass. In this stretch of miles, can a
young American find nothing better than a transient enclave
of whites to mean Africa to him? My hard-nosed, bush
sick interlocuter at the bar at Banda Beach Club adrnitted,
"They've got some sharp Wogs down there, Pete (referring
to South African nonwhites) and some day you may be on
the other end of a gun from hiln. IT He 'vvas referring to
G--J-.

Deepbush Bill, if I may call him that, pushed the logic
of his situation to its emotional and political extremes.
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